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TABLE II. Tabulation of systematic corrections.

Description
Corrections

(ppm)

Events passing final cuts

Pion absorption

Pion decay

Pion penetration

Beam interactions

Pulse-height variation

Asymmetric contributions to
"ambiguous" event group

Asymmetric elimination of multiple
C-counter events

Regeneration

Accidentals

Final corrected charge asymmetry

+ 3010+360

—290 + 221

+ 431+ 41

—394~271

+8+ 19

—2k 2

—25+ 25

+ 65+ 65

—16+ 6

—8+ 10

+ 2VV9 + 509

ing results in the K„' modes, ' which yield ReE
=(1.51+0.07)X10 '. If we assume the K,2' re-
sult for Re&, we may compute limits on the 4S
= —4Q amplitudes. Assuming Imx=0, we find
Rex = —0.04+ 0.10. Thus, the results of this ex-
periment are completely consistent with the class
of theories assigning the CP-invariance viola-
tion entirely to the K -K' mass matrix, ' and with
the absence of b,S= —hQ amplitudes.
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Comparison of Particle-Antiparticle Elastic Scattering from 3 to 6 GeV/c*
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C. E. W. Ward, A. B. Wicklund, and D. D. Yovanovitch
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(Received 5 September 1972)

Differential cross sections for & p, & p, pp, and pp elastic scattering were measured
at 8, 8.65, 5, and 6 GeUjc for momentum transfers from 0.08 to 1.5 GeV using the Ar-
gonne effective mass spectrometer. Particular attention was paid to the relative par-
ticle-antiparticle normalization. The crossover points are consistent with no energy de-
pendence, average values being 0.14+0.03, 0.190+0,005, and 0.160+0.007 GeU' for &'s,
E's, and protons, respectively.

The difference between elastic scattering of
particles and antiparticles from protons is due
to interference terms between amplitudes of op-

posite charge conjugation (C) in the f channel.
For example, the K'p cross sections are be-
lieved to be dominated by P, f (or P ), and &u non-
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flip exchange,

dv(K'P)/dt = iP+f+cui

= ~P+f ~'+2im(P+f)imu,

med to be mainlywhere t eh P+f amplitude is assumed
Th experimentally defined q

'
yimaginary, T e exp

do(K p)/dt —do(K'p)/dt
{8[do(K p)/dt+dv(K'p)/dt]) 'i'

should then be a good approximroximation to the non-
r formulas hold forfl' amplitude Im(d. Similarlp

r m' however, ~ ex-and pp scattering. For m p,
c h G arity and the dominantchange is forbidden by pari y
C= —1 exchange is expected p, t bto be so that b, ,

and 4 all go throughThe quantities 4„, 4~, an ~ a
zero near -t=0. e.15 0 V' a fact that is hard to

e e ole model. Davier and Hara-
ri' have used a dual absorption mo e o e
this crossover effec as

i ( ' —t&'~') where r= is-1F '
theBessel function J,~r& —,

interaction ra ius.dius. Such behavior is expected i
resses the amplitude at small

act arameters; this results in ominanimpac par
ral artial waves witht 'b t ons from the periphera pari Ul

l = r as is also suggested by the imp ortant s-
-com onent duality.h nel resonances and two-compc anne

ies of elastic scat-T ereh have been many studies o
of article-but no systematic survey o ptering ' ' u

been done inantiparticle elastic scattering has be
In articular, one of thethis energy region. In p

1 tudlargest sources of uncertai yint in m-N amp i e

analysis' comes romI om the uncertainty in do(w p)/
— 0 ~' „d~. In this experiment special care

was taken to reduce the systematic errors e-
1 d antiparticle cross sections so

mould re-that reliable difference cross sections mou re-
sult.

eds shown in Fig.s sho 'g 1 the spectrometer consiste
of a large-aperture bending magne wi m

h bers to measure the incidentstrictive spark cham ers
d the momentum and directionbeam direction an e m

0 par ic . ll uld 0f t' les scattered in the 20-in. liquid hydro-
gen target. eThe beam particles were iden
b four threshold Cherenkov counters and were
momentum analyzed to +0.2 &. e

consisted of a good beam particle in coinci-ger consis e o
ith a downstream hodoscope eelement anddence wi a

with one o w orsh f two proton recoil detec ors,
60' azimuth. Two veto coun ers

along t.he magnet pole faces suppresse ine
t . To monitor the efficiency of the recoileven s. o

counters an od to extend the measuremen s
wnstream of the~0.04 QeV', a single counter downstream o

magnet triggere ond n small-angle scatters from
rad. This counter was fallowed by a30 to 110 mrad. is

s of beam kaons.Cherenkov counter to veto decays o earn
he ma et polarity was periodica y re11 reversed

to make the spectrometer look the sa pme to ar-
ticles and antiparticles.

Cuts were ma e ind the data for incident beam
direction, proton recoil azimu th track recon-
struction criteria, and missing mass. The cross

—t &0.04 GeV' were derived from
recoil counter triggers, while for—
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FIG. 2. Differential cross sections for the elastic
scattering of six different particles from protons at a
laboratory momentum of 5 GeV/c. The points denoted
by squares at t = 0 were derived via the optical theorem
from previous measurements.

only the downstream counter was required. The
cross-section measurement satisfied the follow-
ing consistency conditions: equality for the two
triggering schemes and for the two magnet polar-
ities, and independence of fiducial volume cuts.

Corrections have been made for the following
effects: geometric acceptance, accidental trig-
gers and vetos (-3%), spark-chamber inefficien-
cy (-2%), decays in flight, attenuation, and dou-
ble scattering. The inelastic background was
determined to be & (1.5+ 1)'%%uo and a 1.5% correc-
tion was made in the 7t' and K' data at 3 GeV/c
for backward inelastic events. The muon and
electron contamination of the pion beam was mea-
sured with a special gas-filled Cherenkov counter
downstream of the magnet. The overall normal-
ization uncertainties are estimated to be +4% for
all particles and momenta except ~ 5% for K's at
3 and 3.65 GeV/c. The relative particle-antipar-
ticle normalization uncertainty is estimated to be
+ 1.5'%%uo for m's and K's and + 2.3/o for p/p.

The data were also corrected for single Cou-
lomb scattering at small t using values of the
real-to-imaginary ratio of the forward scattering

amplitude determined from previous experiments
and dispersion relations. The largest correc-
tions were for K', where 11%was required at
—t=0.025 GeV', but less than 5/o for —t &0.05
GeV'.

The final data sample contains about 80000
events at each of the four incident momenta: 3,
3.65, 5, and 6 GeV/c. The 5-GeV/c data are
shown in Fig. 2. The m' and K'cross sections
appear linear on the semilog plot out to about
0.5 GeV'. The proton data, on the other hand,
required a quadratic term in the exponential for
a satisfactory fit. The problem of accurately
determining the slope for pp scattering has been
known for some time, ' but assumes new impor-
tance with the advent of results from the CERN
intersecting storage rings. ' Table I contains the
results of the fits.

A check of our normalization is afforded by the
optical theorem, which together with the real-to-
imaginary ratio for the forward amplitude can be
used to predict the t=0 cross section. A' in Ta-
ble I are the ratios of fitted t=0 values to the
predicted values; agreement is found to within a
few percent and the results are compatible with
the predicted values. The large errors shown
for A(K') result mainly from the uncertainty of
+ 0.15 assumed for the forward real-to-imaginary
ratio; our data prefer values closer to zero than
is usually assumed. The values of this ratio for
K'p determined by fitting our data are -0.38
+ 0.06, —0.33 + 0.08, —0, 19 + 0.10, and -0.17
+0.11 for 3, 3.65, 5, and 6 GeV/c, respectively.

The locations of the crossover points, t„were
determined from linear fits to the semilog plots
over small intervals in t near the crossover and
are given in Table I. The pion crossover point is
particularly sensitive to the relative normaliza-
tion between m' and m cross sections; the +1.5o/o

uncertainty leads to a systematic uncertainty in
t, of ~0.025 GeV', comparable with the statisti-
cal uncertainty at each energy. Systematic er-
rors on the kaon and proton crossovers are about
+0.004 and +0.006 GeV', respectively. The
crossover values are consistent with energy in-
dependence, averages being 0.14 +0.03, 0.190
~0.005, and 0.160+0.007 GeV' for m's, K's, and
protons, respectively. Equating the crossover
points to the zeros of Zo(x(- t)"3) in the absorp-
tion picture of Davier and Harari' yields effec-
tive radii of 1.27*0.13, 1.09~0.02, and 1.19
&0.03 F. Crossover values approximately inde-
pendent of incident momenta are expected by ab-
sorption models, but the empirical behavior —t,
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TABLE i. Fit results .The crossover points t~ were obtained from fits of the type a exp(M) over the range 0.05
to 0.28 GeV for & and E and over the more restricted range 0.08 to 0.22 GeV for P and P. Fits with & exp/&)
were made for & and A over the range 0,05 to 0,44 GeV; the form & exp(&t +Ct }was used for P and for P over
the intervals 0.05 to 1.0 GeV and 0,05 to 0.44 GeV, respectively. The quantity & is expressed in terms of the
cross section expected at t =0 from the optical theorem (corrected for the real part of the forward amplitude). The
superscripts + refer to the charge of the incident particle. Errors shown include statistical errors, uncertainty in
the corrections for single Coulomb scattering, and the uncertainty in the real-to-imaginary ratio at t =O.
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= 0.35/~p»q found by Cline and Matos' for ff'p
elastic scattering is inconsistent with the data.

Experimental values for 6 at 5 GeV/c are

p pl

O.l

shown in Fig. 3, together with fits to the form
aexp (bf)Z,(r(-f)' ') over the interval 0 ~- t~0.8
GeV', Although the data are reasonably consis-
tent with the fits out to 0.8 GeV', there is a dis-
crepancy at larger t. This is not unexpected

since J, was introduced as an approximate form
and real parts and spin-flip terms are probably
important at large t.

Assuming v exchange to dominate 4~ and AE,
~ universality predicts'

CU I.P—

0.5

CI

l.4 I.S I,8

al a ~l ~
I.S l.8

Our results are in qualitative agreement with
this predlctlon out to about 0.6 GeV,
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FIG. 3. The quantity ~ at 5 GeV/&.
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SU(3) I) SU(3) Algebra and the Cabibbo Angle*

Vishnu S. Mathur
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We investigate the possibility that the physically relevant currents may be different
from those that satisfy the usual SU(3) II SU(3) algebra. This approach offers new insight
into the nature of the Cabibbo angle. A modified soft-pion theorem for the E&3 decay is
also obtained, which provides better agreement with the present data.

Following the idea of Gell-Mann, ' it is generally
assumed that the vector and axial-vector currents
that satisfy the SU(3) S SU(3) algebra (hereafter
referred to as the canonical currents and the ca-
nonical algebra) are also the physical currents
that probe electromagnetic and weak interactions.
Indeed, this idea has met with a great deal of suc-
cess through the hypotheses of conserved vector
currents (CVC) and of partially conserved axial-
vector currents (PCAC), and through the current-
algebra sum rules. In this paper we investigate
the possibility that the physically relevant cur-
rents may be different from the canonical cur-
rents and examine how several of the results of
the standard formalism (including the Adler-
Weisberger sum rule) can still be maintained.
To be sure, some differences emerge, and as an
example we obtain a new soft-pion theorem for
K)3 decays which provides bette r agreement with
the present data. Most importantly, however,
with an appropriate definition of the Cabibbo cur-
rent, we get new insight into the nature of the
Cabibbo angle.

Since a closed algebraic structure for the cur-
rents plays a central role in the usual theory, we
shall assume that the physical currents also form
a closed algebra, though not in the canonical
form. Thus, we shall take the physical currents

to be proportional to the canonical currents, with
sealing or normalization factors generally differ-
ent from unity. Now it is widely recognized' that
the current-algebra sum rules are exact conse-
quences in a world which is invariant under chi-
ral symmetry realized through the appearance of
suitable pseudoscalar Nambu-Goldstone bosons.
Prompted by the success of the sum rules that
follow from the symmetry algebras (like the Ad-
ler-Weisberger sum rule), we shall make the fol-
lowing Ansatz: The relevant physical currents,
and therefore the algebra, should reduce to the
canonical form in the limit of the appropriate
symmetry or subsymmetry. The normalization
factors for the physical currents can thus be re-
garded as functions of one or more symmetry-
breaking parameters, reducing to unity in appro-
priate symmetry limits.

Let V& "(x) and A& "(x) (n =1, 2, . . ., 8) denote the
canonical vector and axial-vector current densi-
ties, satisfying the canonical current algebra,
and let the physical current densities be denoted
by V„(x) and A„"(x) (n =1, 2, . . ., 8). Since iso-
spin invarianee and hypercharge conservation
would be assumed throughout, our Ansgtz im-
plies V„"(x)= V„"(x) for n =1, 2, 3, and 8. For
the rest of the currents, we shall introduce the
normalization factors n, P, y, and 5:

A„'(x) =nA„'(x), Vq (x) =PVq (x), Aq (x) =yAq (x), A„'(x) =5Aq'(x),

where 7t =1, 2, and 3 and K=4, 5, 6, and 7. Using the canonical algebra for V„and A „,we con-
struct the algebra for the physical currents (aside from possible Schwinger terms which we shall omit
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